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This has truly been the summer of rampant, unbuttoned nostalgia. The slobbering mania for crappy
ideas that seem brilliant by modern lighting standards seems to rear it’s
pimpled profile every decade when the times bottom out. We’ve bottomed out
only to find that the floor held a trap door. What did nostalgia bring us in the
90′s? The Beverly Hillbillies Movie. Sick, but now kind of…no it will always
be sick. First season Baywatch lifeguard Erika Elaniac starred in the remake
ripoff and that made the nausea curiously wonderful. We also got Brady
Bunch films, which were at least parody. I’ve never watched one, but the
posters were neat. So, upon hitting the clanking aluminum bottom of the
cultural trash barrel we can now revel in the 80′s. Studio execs and producers
suppose that a nation of 35 year olds long for the days when we didn’t have
any money and couldn’t go anywhere. My problem with G.I. Joe and
Transformersis that the original toys came before I discovered girls. Girls
became women and damnit, I like women. New ideas involving non-
digitized females and the absence of Hasbro trying to sell me toys 25 years
after the fact would be awesome. Here are some new ideas for movies and
t.v. shows (and other things) that didn’t come from the era when I wore
Toughskins and Roos:

                  New reality series in which the stars of UFC battle Real
World/Road Rules alumni.

    Dick Cheney one man Broadway show. Second act features difibrillation by
Cats cast.

Touring museum retrospective of photographs featuring conservative talk show hosts eating
sandwiches.

Dancing with the Stars featuring roided up athletes. We can see  A-Rod’s boobs in evening
wear. On second thought, no.

Harold and Kumar: Escape From Detroit. H&K take government bailout money and blow it

on weed. Just lik e real auto makers.

Twitter: The Movie. The shortest film ever. Shorter than this description. Way shorter than this
post. Enough. Onward and Upward.
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